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Utilizing the dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.93 fb−1 at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 3.773 GeV
collected by the BESIII detector, we report the first amplitude analysis and branching fraction
measurement of the D0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay. We investigate the substructures and determine the
relative fractions and the phases among the different intermediate processes. Our results are used
to provide an accurate detection efficiency and allow measurement of BðD0 → K−πþπ0π0Þ ¼
ð8.86 0.13ðstatÞ  0.19ðsystÞÞ%.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.092008
I. INTRODUCTION
Many measurements of D meson decays have been
performed since the D mesons were discovered in 1976 by
Mark I [1,2]. Today, most of the low-multiplicity D decay
mode branching fractions (BFs) are well measured. The
largest decay modes are Cabibbo-favored (CF) hadronic
(semileptonic) decay modes resulting from c → sWþ,
Wþ → ud¯ðlþνlÞ transitions, but some of these decays
are still unmeasured, in which the D0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay
should be the largest unmeasured mode. Charge-conjugate
states are implied throughout this paper.
The D0=Dþ meson is the lightest meson containing a
single charm quark. No strong decays are allowed, which
makes the D0=Dþ meson a perfect place to study the weak
decay of the charm quark. The CF K¯π, K¯2π, and K¯3π modes
are the most common hadronic decay modes of D0=Dþ
mesons. All K¯π and K¯2π branching fractions have been
measured, but only four of the seven K¯3π [3] have been
determined. Mark III and E691 collaborations performed
amplitude analyses of all four D → K¯πππ decay modes,
K−πþπþπ−, K0Sπ
þπþπ−, K−πþπþπ0, and K0Sπ
þπ−π0 [4,5].
Recently, BESIII has remeasured the structure of the D0 →
K−πþπþπ− decay with better precision [6]. However, K¯3π
modes with two or more π0’s remain unmeasured.
Furthermore, the D0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay has a large BF
and is often used as aD0 meson “tag mode” in experiments,
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such as in the CLEO and BESIII studies ofD0 semileptonic
decays [7,8]. This mode contributes up to 10% of the total
reconstructed tags. Therefore, the accurate measurement of
its substructures and branching fraction is essential to
reduce systematic uncertainties of such analyses. While
it is true that tag-mode BFs and substructure effects cancel
to first order, higher-order systematic effects are increas-
ingly important as statistics and precision increase.
The BESIII detector collected a 2.93 fb−1 dataset in
2010 and 2011 at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 3.773 GeV [9,10], which corre-
sponds to the mass of the ψð3770Þ resonance. The ψð3770Þ
decays predominantly to D0D¯0 or DþD− without any
additional hadrons. The excellent tracking, precision calo-
rimetry, and a large DD¯ threshold data sample at BESIII
provide an excellent opportunity for study of the unmeas-
ured D0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay mode. The knowledge of
intermediate structure will be crucial for determining the
detection efficiency and useful for future usage as a tagging
mode. We report here the first partial wave analysis (PWA)
and BF measurement of the D0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay.
II. DETECTION AND DATA SETS
The BESIII detector is described in detail in Ref. [11].
The geometrical acceptance of the BESIII detector is 93%
of the full solid angle. Starting from the interaction point, it
consists of a main drift chamber (MDC), a time-of-flight
(TOF) system, a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter
(EMC), and a muon system with layers of resistive plate
chambers in the iron return yoke of a 1.0 T superconducting
solenoid. The momentum resolution for charged tracks in
the MDC is 0.5% at a transverse momentum of 1 GeV=c.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the BESIII detector are
based on GEANT4 [12]. The production of ψð3770Þ is
simulated with the KKMC [13] package, taking into account
the beam energy spread and the initial-state radiation (ISR).
The PHOTOS [14] package is used to simulate the final-state
radiation of charged particles. The EVTGEN [15] package is
used to simulate the known decay modes with BFs taken
from the Particle Data Group (PDG) [16], and the remain-
ing unknown decays are generated with the LUNDCHARM
model [17]. The MC sample referred to as a generic MC
simulation, including the processes of ψð3770Þ decays to
DD¯, non-DD¯, ISR production of low mass charmonium
states, and continuum (eþe− → eþe−, μþμ−, γγ, and qq¯)
processes, is used to study the background contribution.
The effective luminosities of the generic MC sample
correspond to at least 5 times the data luminosity. The
signal MC sample includes D0 → K−πþπ0π0 versus D¯0 →
Kþπ− events generated according to the results of the fit
to data.
III. EVENT SELECTION
Photons are reconstructed as energy clusters in the EMC.
The shower time is required be less than 700 ns from the
event start time in order to suppress fake photons due to
electronic noise or eþe− beam background. Photon can-
didates within j cos θj < 0.80 (barrel) are required to have
larger than 25 MeV energy deposition, and those with
0.86 < j cos θj < 0.92 (end cap) must have larger than
50 MeV energy deposition. To suppress noise from had-
ronic shower split-offs, the calorimeter positions of photon
candidates must be at least 10° away from all charged
tracks.
Charged track candidates from the MDC must satisfy
j cos θj < 0.93, where θ is the polar angle with respect to
the direction of the positron beam. The closest approach
to the interaction point is required to be less than 10 cm
in the beam direction and less than 1 cm in the plane
perpendicular to the beam.
Charged tracks are identified as pions or kaons with
particle identification (PID), which is implemented by
combining the information of dE=dx in the MDC and
the time-of-flight from the TOF system. For charged kaon
candidates, the probability of the kaon hypothesis is
required to be larger than that for a pion. For charged
pion candidates, the probability for the pion hypothesis is
required to be larger than that for a kaon.
The π0 candidates are reconstructed through π0 → γγ
decays, with at least one barrel photon. The diphoton
invariant mass is required to be in the range of 0.115 <
Mγγ < 0.150 GeV=c2.
Two variables, beam constrained mass MBC and energy
difference ΔE, are used to identify the D meson,
MBC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2beam − jp⃗Dj2
q
;
ΔE ¼ ED − Ebeam; ð1Þ
where jp⃗Dj2 and ED are the total reconstructed momentum
and energy of the D candidate in the center-of-mass frame
of the ψð3770Þ, respectively, and Ebeam is the calibrated
beam energy. The D signals will be consistent with the
nominal D mass in MBC and with zero in ΔE.
After charged kaons and charged pions are identified,
and neutral pions are reconstructed, hadronic D decays can
be reconstructed with a DTag technique. There are two
types of samples used in the DTag technique: single tag
(ST) and double tag (DT) samples. In the ST sample, only
one D or D¯ meson is reconstructed through a chosen
hadronic decay without any requirement on the remaining
measured tracks and showers. For multiple ST candidates,
only the candidate with the smallest jΔEj is kept. In the DT
sample, both D and D¯ are reconstructed, where the meson
reconstructed through the hadronic decay of interest is
called the “signal side,” and the other meson is called the
“tag side.” For multiple DT candidates, only the candidate
with the smallest summation of jΔEj’s in the signal side
and the tag side is kept.
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In this amplitude analysis, the DT candidates used are
required to have the D0 meson decaying to K−πþπ0π0 as
the signal and the D¯0 meson decaying to Kþπ− as the tag.
For charged tracks of the signal side, a vertex fit is
performed and the χ2 must be less than 100. To improve
the resolution and ensure that all events fall within the
phase-space boundary, we perform a three-constraint kin-
ematic fit in which the invariant masses of the signal D
candidate and the two π0’s are constrained to their PDG
values [16]. The events with kinematic fit χ2 > 80 are
discarded.
The tag side is required to satisfy 1.8575 < MBC <
1.8775 GeV=c2 and −0.03 < ΔE < 0.02 GeV. The signal
side is required to satisfy 1.8600<MBC<1.8730GeV=c2
and −0.04 < ΔE < 0.02 GeV. A K0S → π0π0 mass veto,
Mπ0π0 ∉ ð0.458; 0.520Þ GeV=c2, is also applied on the
signal side to remove the dominant peaking background,
D0 → K−K0Sπ
þ. TheMBC and ΔE distributions of the data
and generic MC samples are given in Fig. 1, where the
generic MC sample is normalized to the size of data. Note
that we always apply the ΔE requirements before plotting
MBC, and vice versa.
The generic MC sample is used to estimate the back-
ground of the DT candidates in the amplitude analysis. The
dominant peaking background arises from D0 → K−K0Sπ
0,
which is suppressed by the K0S mass veto from 2.2% to
0.07%. The remaining nonpeaking background is about
1.0%. With all selection criteria applied, 5,950 candidate
events are obtained with a purity of 98.9%.
IV. AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS
This analysis aims to determine the intermediate-state
composition of theD0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay. This four-body
decay spans a five-dimensional space. The daughter
particle momenta are used as inputs to the probability
density function (PDF) which describes the distribution
of signal events. This is then used in an unbinned maxi-
mum likelihood fit to determinate the intermediate-state
composition.
A. Likelihood function construction
The PDF is used to construct the likelihood of the
amplitude mode, and it is given by
Sða; pÞ ¼ ϵðpÞjAða; pÞj
2R4ðpÞR
ϵðpÞjAða; pÞj2R4ðpÞdp
; ð2Þ
where p is the set of the four daughter particles’ four
momenta and a is the set of the complex coefficients for
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FIG. 1. The (a)MBC and (b)ΔE distributions on the tag side. The (c)MBC and (d)ΔE distributions on the signal side. The (red) arrows
indicate the requirements applied in the amplitude analysis. The (blue) solid lines indicate the MC sample, while the (black) dots with
error bars indicate data.
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amplitude modes. The ϵðpÞ is the efficiency parametrized
in terms of the daughter particles’ four momenta. The four-
body phase space, R4, is defined as
R4ðpÞdp ¼ ð2πÞ4δ4

pD −
X4
α
pα
Y4
α
d3pα
ð2πÞ32Eα
; ð3Þ
where α indicates the four daughter particles. This analysis
uses an isobar model formulation, where the signal decay
amplitude, Aða; pÞ, is represented as a coherent sum of a
number of two-body amplitude modes:
Aða; pÞ ¼
X
i
aiAiðpÞ; ð4Þ
where ai is written in the polar form as ρieiϕi (ρi is the
magnitude and ϕi is the phase), and AiðpÞ is the amplitude
for the ith amplitude mode modeled as
AiðpÞ ¼ P1i ðpÞP2i ðpÞSiðpÞF1i ðpÞF2i ðpÞFDi ðpÞ; ð5Þ
where the indexes 1 and 2 correspond to the two inter-
mediate resonances. Here, FDi ðpÞ is the Blatt-Weisskopf
barrier factor for the D meson, while P1;2i ðpÞ and F1;2i ðpÞ
are propagators and Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors, respec-
tively. The spin factor SiðpÞ is constructed with the
covariant tensor formalism [18]. Finally, the likelihood is
defined as
L ¼
YNs
k¼1
Sða; pkÞ; ð6Þ
where k sums over the selected events andNs is the number
of candidate events. Consequently, the log likelihood is
given by
lnL ¼
XNs
k¼1
ln Sða; pkÞ
¼
XNs
k¼1
ln
 jAða; pkÞj2R
ϵðpÞjAða; pÞj2R4ðpÞdp

þ
XNs
k¼1
lnR4ðpkÞ þ
XNs
k¼1
ln ϵðpkÞ: ð7Þ
Since the second term of Eq. (7) is independent of a and the
normalization integration in the denominator of the first
term can be approximated by a phase-space MC integra-
tion, one can execute an amplitude analysis without
knowing efficiency in advance. The phase-space MC
integration is obtained by summing over a phase-space
MC sample,
Z
ϵðpÞjAða; pÞj2R4ðpÞdp ≈
1
Ng;ph
XNs;ph
l¼1
jAða; plÞj2; ð8Þ
where Ng;ph is the number of generated phase-space events
and Ns;ph is the number of selected phase-space events.
This holds since the generated sample is uniform in phase
space, while the nonuniform distribution after selection
reflects the efficiency.
For signal MC samples, the amplitude squared for each
event should be normalized by the PDF which generates the
sample. The normalization integration using signal MC
samples is given by
Z
ϵðpÞjAða; pÞj2R4ðpÞdp ≈
1
NMC
XNMC
l¼1
jAða; plÞj2
jAðagen; plÞj2 ; ð9Þ
where NMC is the number of the signal MC sample and agen
is the set of the parameters used to generate the signal MC
sample, which is obtained from the preliminary results
using the phase-space MC integration. We allow for
possible biases caused by tracking, PID, and π0 data versus
MC sample efficiency differences by introducing the
correction factors γϵ,
γϵðpÞ ¼
Y
j
ϵj;dataðpÞ
ϵj;MCðpÞ
; ð10Þ
where ϵj;data and ϵj;MC are the π0 reconstruction, the
PID, or the tracking efficiencies as a function of p for
the data and the MC sample, respectively. By weighting
each signal MC event with γϵ, the MC integration is
given by
Z
ϵðpÞjAða; pÞj2R4ðpÞdp ≈
1
NMC
XNMC
l
jAða; plÞj2γϵðplÞ
jAðagen; plÞj2 :
ð11Þ
1. Spin factor
For a decay process of the form a → bc, we use pa, pb,
pc to denote the momenta of the particles a, b, c,
respectively, and ra ¼ pb − pc. The spin projection oper-
ators [18] are defined as
Pð1Þμμ0 ðaÞ ¼ −gμμ0 þ
pa;μpa;μ0
p2a
;
Pð2Þμνμ0ν0 ðaÞ ¼
1
2
ðPð1Þμμ0 ðaÞPð1Þνν0 ðaÞ þ Pð1Þμν0 ðaÞPð1Þνμ0 ðaÞÞ
þ 1
3
Pð1Þμν ðaÞPð1Þμ0ν0 ðaÞ: ð12Þ
The covariant tensors are given by
t˜ð1Þμ ðaÞ ¼ −Pð1Þμμ0 ðaÞrμ
0
a ;
t˜ð2Þμν ðaÞ ¼ Pð2Þμνμ0ν0 ðaÞrμ
0
a rν
0
a : ð13Þ
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We list the ten kinds of spin factors used in this analysis
in Table I, where scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial-
vector, and tensor states are denoted by S, P, V, A, and
T, respectively.
2. Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors
The Blatt-Weisskopf barrier FiðpjÞ is a barrier function
for a two-body decay process, a → bc. The Blatt-
Weisskopf barrier depends on angular momenta and the
magnitudes of the momenta of daughter particles in the rest
system of the mother particle. The definition is given by
FLðqÞ ¼ zLXLðqÞ; ð14Þ
where L denotes the angular momenta and z ¼ qR with q
the magnitudes of the momenta of daughter particles in the
rest system of the mother particle and R the effective radius
of the barrier. For a process a → bc, we define
si ¼ E2i − p2i , i ¼ a, b, c, such that
q2 ¼ ðsa þ sb − scÞ
2
4sa
− sb; ð15Þ
while the values of R used in this analysis, 3.0 GeV−1 and
5.0 GeV−1 for intermediate resonances and the D meson,
respectively, are used in the BESIII MC generator (based
on EVTGEN). However, these values will also be varied as a
source of systematic uncertainties. The XLðqÞ are given by
XL¼0ðqÞ ¼ 1;
XL¼1ðqÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
z2 þ 1
r
;
XL¼2ðqÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
13
9z4 þ 3z2 þ 1
r
: ð16Þ
3. Propagators
We use the relativistic Breit-Wigner function as the
propagator for the resonances K¯0, K−, and a1ð1260Þþ,
and fix their widths and masses to their PDG values [16].
The relativistic Breit-Wigner function is given by
PðmÞ ¼ 1ðm20 −m2Þ − im0ΓðmÞ
; ð17Þ
where m ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 − p2
p
and m0 is the rest mass of the
resonance. ΓðmÞ is given by
ΓðmÞ ¼ Γ0

q
q0

2Lþ1m0
m

XLðqÞ
XLðq0Þ

2
; ð18Þ
where q0 indicates the value of q when sa ¼ m20.
Resonances K¯1ð1270Þ0 and K1ð1270Þ− are also parame-
trized by the relativistic Breit-Wigner function but with
constant width ΓðmÞ ¼ Γ0 since these two resonances are
very close to the threshold of ρK and ΓðmÞ and vary very
rapidly as m changes. We parametrize the ρ with the
Gounaris-Sakurai line shape [19], which is given by
PGSðmÞ ¼
1þ d Γ0m0
ðm20 −m2Þ þ fðmÞ − im0ΓðmÞ
: ð19Þ
The function fðmÞ is given by
fðmÞ ¼ Γ0
m20
q30
×

q2ðhðmÞ − hðm0ÞÞ
þ ðm20 −m2Þq20
dh
dðm2Þ

m2
0

; ð20Þ
where
hðmÞ ¼ 2q
πm
ln

mþ 2q
2mπ

ð21Þ
and
dh
dðm2Þ

m2
0
¼ hðm0Þ½ð8q20Þ−1 − ð2m20Þ−1 þ ð2πm20Þ−1: ð22Þ
The normalization condition at PGSð0Þ fixes the parameter
d ¼ fð0Þ=ðΓ0m0Þ. It is found to be
d ¼ 3m
2
π
πq20
ln

m0 þ 2q0
2mπ

þ m0
2πq0
−
m2πm0
πq30
: ð23Þ
4. Kπ S-Wave
The kinematic modifications associated with the Kπ
S-wave are modeled by a parametrization from scattering
data [20,21], which are described by a K0 Breit-Wigner
along with an effective range nonresonant component with
a phase shift,
TABLE I. Spin factor for each decay chain. All operators, i.e., t˜,
have the same definitions as Ref. [18]. Scalar, pseudoscalar,
vector, axial-vector, and tensor states are denoted by S, P, V, A,
and T, respectively.
Decay chain SðpÞ
D½S → V1V2 t˜ð1ÞμðV1Þt˜ð1Þμ ðV2Þ
D½P → V1V2 ϵμνλσpμðDÞT˜ð1ÞνðDÞt˜ð1ÞλðV1Þt˜ð1ÞσðV2Þ
D½D → V1V2 T˜ð2ÞμνðDÞt˜ð1Þμ ðV1Þt˜ð1Þν ðV2Þ
D → AP1; A½S → VP2 T˜ð1ÞμðDÞPð1Þμν ðAÞt˜ð1ÞνðVÞ
D → AP1; A½D → VP2 T˜ð1ÞμðDÞt˜ð2Þμν ðAÞt˜ð1ÞνðVÞ
D → AP1; A → SP2 T˜ð1ÞμðDÞt˜ð1Þμ ðAÞ
D → VS T˜ð1ÞμðDÞt˜ð1Þμ ðVÞ
D → V1P1; V1 → V2P2 ϵμνλσp
μ
V1
rνV1p
λ
P1
rσV2
D → PP1; P → VP2 pμðP2Þt˜ð1Þμ ðVÞ
D → TS T˜ð2ÞμνðDÞt˜ð2Þμν ðTÞ
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AðmÞ ¼ F sin δFeiδF þ R sin δReiδRei2δF ; ð24Þ
with
δF ¼ ϕF þ cot−1

1
aq
þ rq
2

;
δR ¼ ϕR þ tan−1

MΓðmKπÞ
M2 −m2Kπ

;
where a and r are the scattering length and effective
interaction length, respectively. The parameters FðϕFÞ
and RðϕRÞ are the magnitude (phase) for nonresonant state
and resonance terms, respectively. The parameters M, F,
ϕF, R, ϕR, a, r are fixed to the results of theD0 → K0Sπ
þπ−
analysis by BABAR [21], given in Table II. Note that we
have also tested different parametrizations of the ππ
S-wave, but no significant improvement is observed. We
decide to use phase space for the ππ S-wave.
B. Fit fraction
The fit fraction (FF) is independent of the nor-
malization and phase conventions in the amplitude
formalism, and hence provides a more meaningful sum-
mary of amplitude strengths than the raw amplitudes, ρi
in Eq. (4), alone. The definition of the FF for the ith
amplitude is
FFi ¼
R jaiAiðpÞj2R4ðpÞdpR jPkakAkðpÞj2R4ðpÞdp
≈
PNg;ph
l¼1 jaiAiðplÞj2PNg;ph
l¼1 j
P
kakAkðplÞj2
; ð25Þ
where the integration is approximated by a MC integration
with a phase-space MC sample. Since the FF does not
involve efficiency, the MC sample used here is at the
generator level instead of at the reconstruction level, as
shown previously in Eq. (8).
As for the statistical uncertainty of the FF, it is not
practical to analytically propagate the uncertainties of the
FFs from that of the amplitudes and phases. Instead, we
randomly perturb the variables determined in our fit (by a
Gaussian-distributed amount controlled by the fit uncer-
tainty and the covariance matrix) and calculate the FFs to
determine the statistical uncertainties. We fit the distribu-
tion of each FF with a Gaussian function, and the width is
reported as the uncertainty of the FF.
C. Results of amplitude analysis
We perform an unbinned likelihood fit using the like-
lihood described in Sec. IVA, where only the complex ai
are floating. Starting with amplitude modes with significant
contributions, we add (remove) amplitude modes into
(from) the fit one by one based on their statistical
significances, which are obtained by the change of the
log-likelihood value Δ lnL with or without the amplitude
mode under study. There are 26 amplitudes each with a
significance larger than 4σ chosen as the optimal set,
listed in Table III, and the uncertainties are discussed in
Sec. VI A. There are more than 40 amplitudes tested but not
used in the optimal set (< 4σ significance), listed in the
Appendix.
The amplitudeD→K−a1ð1260Þþ, a1ð1260Þþ→ρþπ0½S
is expected to have the largest FF. Thus, we choose this
amplitude as the reference (phase is fixed to 0) in the
PWA. Other important amplitudes are D→ ðK−π0ÞSρþ,
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ with a1ð1260Þþ½S → ρþπ0, and D →
K−a1ð1260Þþ with a1ð1260Þþ½S → ρþπ0. The notation
[S] denotes a relative S-wave between daughters in a
decay, and similarly for [P], [D]. AMC sample is generated
based on the PWA results, called the PWA signal MC
sample. The projections of the data sample and the PWA
signal MC sample on the invariant masses squared and the
cosines of helicity angles for the K−πþ, K−π0, πþπ0, and
π0π0 systems are shown in Fig. 2. The helicity angle θij (i
or j is K−, πþ, and π0) is defined as the angle between the
momentum vector of the particle i in the ij rest frame
and the direction of the ij system in the D rest frame.
There are clear Kð892Þ0 and Kð892Þ− resonances
around 0.796 GeV2=c4 in the M2K−πþ and M
2
K−π0 projec-
tions, respectively, and a ρþð770Þ resonance around
0.593 GeV2=c4 in the M2
πþπ0 projection. The gap in the
M2
π0π0
projection is due to the K0S mass veto. A more
detailed goodness-of-fit study is presented in the next
section. The PWA signal MC sample improves the accu-
racy of the DT efficiency (needed to determine the BF),
which is discussed in more detail in Sec. V C.
D. Goodness of fit
While the one-dimensional projections of the data
sample and the PWA signal MC sample shown in Fig. 2
look quite good, much information is lost in projecting
down from the full five-dimensional phase space. It is thus
desirable to have a more rigorous test of the fit quality.
We have programmed a “mixed-sample method” for
TABLE II. Parameters of Kπ S-wave, by BABAR [21],
where the uncertainties include the statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
M [GeV=c2] 1.463 0.002
Γ [GeV] 0.233 0.005
F 0.80 0.09
ϕF 2.33 0.13
R 1 (fixed)
ϕR −5.31 0.04
a 1.07 0.11
r −1.8 0.3
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determining the goodness of our unbinned likelihood fit
[22]. According to the method, we can calculate the “T”
value of the mixing of two samples, the expectation mean,
μT, and the variance, σ2T. From these values, we can
calculate a “pull,” ðT − μTÞ=σT, which should distribute
as a normal Gaussian function due to statistical fluctua-
tions. The pull is expected to center at zero if the two
samples come from the same parent PDF, and be biased
toward larger values otherwise. In the case of our PWA fit,
the pull is expected to be a little larger than zero because
some amplitudes with a small significance are dropped. In
other words, adding more amplitudes into the model is
expected to decrease the pull.
To check the goodness of fit of our PWA results, we
calculate the pull of the T value of the mixing of the data
sample and the PWA signal MC sample, and it is deter-
mined to be 0.97, which indicates good fit quality.
V. BRANCHING FRACTION
We determinate the BF of D0 → K−πþπ0π0 using the
efficiency based on the results of our amplitude analysis.
A. Tagging technique and branching fraction
To extract the absolute BF of the D0 → K−πþπ0π0
decay, we obtain the ST sample by reconstructing the
TABLE III. FFs, phases, and significances of the optimal set of amplitude modes. The first and second
uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The details of systematic uncertainties are discussed in
Sec. VI A.
Amplitude mode FF ½% Phase ½ϕ Significance [σ]
D → SS
D → ðK−πþÞS-waveðπ0π0ÞS 6.92 1.44 2.86 −0.75 0.15 0.47 >10
D → ðK−π0ÞS-waveðπþπ0ÞS 4.18 1.02 1.77 −2.90 0.19 0.47 6.0
D → AP; A → VP
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ; ρþπ0½S 28.36 2.50 3.53 0 (fixed) >10
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ; ρþπ0½D 0.68 0.29 0.30 −2.05 0.17 0.25 6.1
D → K1ð1270Þ−πþ; K−π0½S 0.15 0.09 0.15 1.84 0.34 0.43 4.9
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K0π0½S 0.39 0.18 0.30 −1.55 0.20 0.26 4.8
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K0π0½D 0.11 0.11 0.11 −1.35 0.43 0.48 4.0
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K−ρþ½S 2.71 0.38 0.29 −2.07 0.09 0.20 >10
D → ðK−π0ÞAπþ; K−π0½S 1.85 0.62 1.11 1.93 0.10 0.15 7.8
D → ðK0π0ÞAπ0; K0π0½S 3.13 0.45 0.58 0.44 0.12 0.21 >10
D → ðK0π0ÞAπ0; K0π0½D 0.46 0.17 0.29 −1.84 0.26 0.42 5.9
D → ðρþK−ÞAπ0; K−ρþ½D 0.75 0.40 0.60 0.64 0.36 0.53 5.1
D → AP; A → SP
D → ððK−πþÞS-waveπ0ÞAπ0 1.99 1.08 1.55 −0.02 0.25 0.53 7.0
D → VS
D → ðK−π0ÞS-waveρþ 14.63 1.70 2.41 −2.39 0.11 0.35 >10
D → K−ðπþπ0ÞS 0.80 0.38 0.26 1.59 0.19 0.24 4.1
D → K0ðπ0π0ÞS 0.12 0.12 0.12 1.45 0.48 0.51 4.1
D → VP; V → VP
D → ðK−πþÞVπ0 2.25 0.43 0.45 0.52 0.12 0.17 >10
D → VV
D → K−ρþ½S 5.15 0.75 1.28 1.24 0.11 0.23 >10
D → K−ρþ½P 3.25 0.55 0.41 −2.89 0.10 0.18 >10
D → K−ρþ½D 10.90 1.53 2.36 2.41 0.08 0.16 >10
D → ðK−π0ÞVρþ½P 0.36 0.19 0.27 −0.94 0.19 0.28 5.7
D → ðK−π0ÞVρþ½D 2.13 0.56 0.92 −1.93 0.22 0.25 >10
D → K−ðπþπ0ÞV ½D 1.66 0.52 0.61 −1.17 0.20 0.39 7.6
D → ðK−π0ÞVðπþπ0ÞV ½S 5.17 1.91 1.82 −1.74 0.20 0.31 7.6
D → TS
D → ðK−πþÞS-waveðπ0π0ÞT 0.30 0.21 0.30 −2.93 0.31 0.82 5.8
D → ðK−π0ÞS-waveðπþπ0ÞT 0.14 0.12 0.10 2.23 0.38 0.65 4.0
TOTAL 98.54
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FIG. 2. Projections of the data sample and the PWA signal MC sample on the (a)–(d) invariant masses squared and the (e)–(h) cosines
of helicity angles for the K−πþ, K−π0, πþπ0, and π0π0 systems. The (red) solid lines indicate the fit results, while the (black) dots with
error bars indicate data.
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D¯0 meson through the D¯0 → Kþπ− decay, and the DT
sample by fully reconstructing both D0 and D¯0 through the
D0 → K−πþπ0π0 decay and the D¯0 → Kþπ− decay as the
signal side and the tag side, respectively. The ST yield is
given by
NSTtag ¼ 2ND0D¯0Btagεtag; ð26Þ
and the DT yield is given by
NDTtag;sig ¼ 2ND0D¯0BtagBsigεtag;sig; ð27Þ
where ND0D¯0 is the total number of produced D
0D¯0 pairs,
BtagðsigÞ is the BF of the tag (signal) side, and ε are the
corresponding efficiencies.
The BF of the signal side is determined by isolating Bsig
such that
Bsig ¼
NDTtag;sig
NSTtag
εtag
εtag;sig
: ð28Þ
B. Fitting model
The STyield, NSTtag, is obtained by a maximum-likelihood
fit to the MBC (Kþπ−) distribution. A crystal ball (CB)
function [23], along with a Gaussian, is used to model the
signal while an ARGUS function [24] is used to model the
background. The signal shape is
f × CBðx; μ; σ;α; nÞ þ ð1 − fÞGaussianðμG; σGÞ; ð29Þ
where f is a fraction ranging from 0 to 1, μG and σG are
the mean and the width of the Gaussian function,
respectively. The CB function has a Gaussian core tran-
sitioning to a power-law tail at a certain point and is
given by
CBðx; μ; σ; α; nÞ ¼ N
×
8<
:
exp ð− ðx−μÞ2
2σ2
Þ; if x−μσ > α;
ð njαjÞne
−jαj2
2 ðn−jαj2jαj − x−μσ Þ
−n
otherwise;
ð30Þ
where N is the normalization and α controls the start of the
tail. The beam energy (end point of the ARGUS function) is
fixed to be 1.8865 GeV, while all other parameters are
floating.
The DT yield, NDTtag;sig, is obtained by a maximum-
likelihood fit to the two-dimensional (2D) MBC
(K−πþπ0π0) versusMBC (Kþπ−) distribution for the signal
and the tag side with a 2D fitting technique introduced by
CLEO [25]. This technique analytically models the signal
peak and considers ISR and mispartition (i.e., where one or
more daughter particles are associated with the incorrectD0
or D¯0 parent) effects, which are nonfactorizable in the 2D
plane. In this fitting, the mass of ψð3770Þ is fixed to be
3.773 GeV, and the beam energy is fixed to be 1.8865 GeV.
C. Efficiency and data yields
An updatedMC sample based on our PWA results, called
the PWA MC sample, is used to determine the efficiency.
The PWA MC sample is the generic MC sample with the
K−πþπ0π0 versusKþπ− events replaced by the PWA signal
MC sample. All event selection criteria mentioned in
Sec. III are applied except the MBC requirements. The
projections to the signal and the tag side of the fit to the
MBC distributions of the DT of data are shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), respectively. The background peak in the pro-
jection to the signal (tag) side axis is caused by events with
a correct signal (tag) and a fake tag (signal). The fit to the
MBC distribution of the ST of data is shown in Fig. 3(c),
where both the mean values of the Gaussian function and
the CB function agree well with our expectation for the D0
mass. The ST and DT data yields are determined to be 534,
581 769 and 6, 101 83, respectively. The ST and DT
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FIG. 3. Fits to the MBC distributions of the DT of the data sample projected to (a) the signal side (K−πþπ0π0) and (b) the tag side
(Kþπ−) and fit to (c) the MBC distributions of the ST of the data sample, where the (black) dots with error bars are data, the (red) solid
lines are the total fit, the (green) dashed lines are the signal, and the (blue) dotted lines are the background.
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efficiencies based on the PWA MC sample are ð66.01
0.03Þ% and ð8.39 0.04Þ%, respectively.
We further take the differences in efficiencies for π0
reconstruction, tracking, and PID between the data and
the PWA MC sample into account. For these differ-
ences, we obtain weighted-average efficiency differences
ðεdata=εMC − 1Þ of −0.69%, 1.83%, and 0.22% for π0
reconstruction, kaon tracking, and pion tracking, respec-
tively, while that for PID is negligible. More details are
discussed in Sec. VI B. This correction is applied to obtain
the corrected DT efficiency to be ð8.50 0.04Þ%.
D. Result of branching fraction
Inserting the values of the DT and ST data yields, the
ST efficiency, and the corrected DT efficiency into
Eq. (28), we determine the BF of the K−πþπ0π0 decay,
BðD0 → K−πþπ0π0Þ ¼ ð8.86 0.13ðstatÞ  0.19ðsystÞÞ%.
The systematic uncertainties are discussed in Sec. VI B.
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainties of the PWA and BF
measurement are discussed in Secs. VI A and VI B,
respectively.
A. Uncertainties for amplitude analysis
The systematic uncertainties for our amplitude analysis
are studied in four categories: amplitude model, back-
ground, experimental effects, and fit bias. The contri-
butions from the different categories to the systematic
TABLE IV. FF systematic uncertainties (in units of statistical standard deviations) for the following: (I) the
amplitude model, (II) background, (III) experimental effects, and (IV) fit bias. The total uncertainty is obtained by
adding all contributions in quadrature.
Amplitude mode I II III IV Total
D → SS
D → ðK−πþÞSðπ0π0ÞS 1.518 1.258 0.072 0.235 1.987
D → ðK−π0ÞSðπþπ0ÞS 1.524 0.835 0.078 0.004 1.740
D → AP; A → VP
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ; ρþπ0½S 1.293 0.436 0.030 0.363 1.412
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ; ρþπ0½D 0.938 0.368 0.024 0.284 1.046
D → K1ð1270Þ−πþ; K−π0½S 1.643 1.175 0.160 0.182 2.035
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K0π0½S 1.562 0.567 0.034 0.036 1.662
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K0π0½D 0.989 0.541 0.035 0.068 1.201
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K−ρþ½S 0.713 0.221 0.098 0.172 0.772
D → ðK−π0ÞAπþ; K−π0½S 1.253 1.254 0.076 0.237 1.790
D → ðK0π0ÞAπ0; K0π0½S 1.145 0.524 0.022 0.162 1.278
D → ðK0π0ÞAπ0; K0π0½D 0.865 1.468 0.052 0.106 1.708
D → ðρþK−ÞAπ0; K−ρþ½D 1.249 0.812 0.084 0.186 1.504
D → AP; A → SP
D → ððK−πþÞSπ0ÞAπ0 1.377 0.372 0.102 0.164 1.439
D → VS
D → ðK−π0ÞSρþ 1.308 0.252 0.070 0.476 1.416
D → K−ðπþπ0ÞS 0.381 0.549 0.023 0.166 0.689
D → K0ðπ0π0ÞS 0.880 0.417 0.078 0.232 1.005
D → VP; V → VP
D → ðK−πþÞVπ0 0.688 0.752 0.033 0.273 1.056
D → VV
D → K−ρþ½S 0.980 1.354 0.059 0.371 1.713
D → K−ρþ½P 0.425 0.506 0.031 0.348 0.747
D → K−ρþ½D 1.365 0.598 0.049 0.398 1.543
D → ðK−π0ÞVρþ½P 0.695 1.223 0.027 0.140 1.414
D → ðK−π0ÞVρþ½D 1.335 0.848 0.237 0.401 1.649
D → K−ðπþπ0ÞV ½D 0.751 0.894 0.049 0.074 1.171
D → ðK−π0ÞVðπþπ0ÞV ½S 0.818 0.443 0.046 0.211 0.955
D → TS
D → ðK−πþÞSðπ0π0ÞT 1.171 0.936 0.084 0.273 1.528
D → ðK−π0ÞSðπþπ0ÞT 0.803 0.188 0.068 0.018 0.828
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uncertainties for the FFs and phases are given in Tables IV
and V, respectively. The uncertainties of these categories
are added in quadrature to obtain the total systematic
uncertainties.
The effects of the amplitude model arise from three
possible sources: the Kπ S-wave model, the effective
barrier radii, and the masses and widths of intermediate
particles. To determine the systematic uncertainties due to
the Kπ S-wave model, the fixed parameters of the model
are varied according to the BABAR measurement uncer-
tainties [20,21], listed in Table II. The effective barrier
radius R is varied from 1.5 to 4.5 GeV−1 for intermediate
resonances, and from 3.0 to 7.0 GeV−1 for the D0. The
masses and widths of intermediate particles are perturbed
according to their published uncertainties in the PDG.
The consequent changes of fitting results are considered
as the systematic uncertainties inherent in the ampli-
tude model.
The effects of background estimation are separated
into nonpeaking background and peaking background.
The uncertainties associated with the nonpeaking back-
ground are studied by widening theMBC and ΔE windows
on the signal side to increase the nonpeaking background.
The peaking background can be mostly removed by the
K0S mass veto. However, this veto is also a source of
uncertainties. Its uncertainty is studied by widening this
veto from the nominal Mπ0π0 ∉ ð0.458; 0.520Þ GeV=c2 to
Mπ0π0 ∉ ð0.418; 0.542Þ GeV=c2.
The experimental effects are related to the acceptance
difference between data and the MC sample caused
TABLE V. Phase, ϕ, systematic uncertainties (in units of statistical standard deviations) for: (I) the amplitude
model, (II) background, (III) experimental effects, and (IV) fit bias. The total uncertainty is obtained by adding all
contributions in quadrature.
Amplitude mode I II III IV Total
D → SS
D → ðK−πþÞSðπ0π0ÞS 3.137 0.093 0.043 0.030 3.139
D → ðK−π0ÞSðπþπ0ÞS 2.330 0.850 0.044 0.109 2.483
D → AP; A → VP
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ; ρþπ0½S 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
D → K−a1ð1260Þþ; ρþπ0½D 1.194 0.761 0.081 0.479 1.497
D → K1ð1270Þ−πþ; K−π0½S 0.953 0.820 0.054 0.124 1.264
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K0π0½S 1.051 0.556 0.029 0.565 1.316
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K0π0½D 1.002 0.483 0.045 0.121 1.120
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K−ρþ½S 2.007 0.188 0.079 0.847 2.188
D → ðK−π0ÞAπþ; K−π0½S 1.208 0.706 0.048 0.455 1.472
D → ðK0π0ÞAπ0; K0π0½S 1.711 0.365 0.053 0.214 1.750
D → ðK0π0ÞAπ0; K0π0½D 1.501 0.605 0.051 0.187 1.630
D → ðρþK−ÞAπ0; K−ρþ½D 1.195 0.613 0.133 0.611 1.482
D → AP; A → SP
D → ððK−πþÞSπ0ÞAπ0 2.039 0.410 0.045 0.446 2.127
D → VS
D → ðK−π0ÞSρþ 3.159 0.471 0.053 0.216 3.201
D → K−ðπþπ0ÞS 1.207 0.258 0.045 0.156 1.245
D → K0ðπ0π0ÞS 0.938 0.476 0.062 0.116 1.060
D → VP; V → VP
D → ðK−πþÞVπ0 1.260 0.471 0.032 0.490 1.432
D → VV
D → K−ρþ½S 1.995 0.154 0.070 0.712 2.125
D → K−ρþ½P 1.612 0.214 0.035 0.864 1.842
D → K−ρþ½D 1.586 1.108 0.051 0.588 2.022
D → ðK−π0ÞVρþ½P 1.429 0.324 0.023 0.128 1.471
D → ðK−π0ÞVρþ½D 0.401 0.832 0.133 0.666 1.146
D → K−ðπþπ0ÞV ½D 1.445 1.313 0.040 0.190 1.962
D → ðK−π0ÞVðπþπ0ÞV ½S 1.354 0.213 0.041 0.726 1.551
D → TS
D → ðK−πþÞSðπ0π0ÞT 2.544 0.724 0.057 0.189 2.653
D → ðK−π0ÞSðπþπ0ÞT 1.533 0.718 0.050 0.135 1.699
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by π0 reconstruction, tracking, and PID efficiencies, which
weight the normalization of the signal PDF, Eq. (10). To
estimate the uncertainties associated with the experimental
effects, the amplitude fit is performed varying π0 recon-
struction, tracking, and PID efficiencies according to their
uncertainties, and the changes of the nominal results are
taken as the systematic uncertainties.
The fit bias is tested with 200 pseudoexperiment samples
generated based on the PWA model. The distribution of
each FF or phase is fitted with a Gaussian function. The
difference of the mean and the nominal value is considered
as the uncertainty associated with fit bias.
B. Uncertainties for branching fraction
We examine the systematic uncertainties for the BF from
the following sources: tag side efficiency, tracking, PID,
and π0 efficiencies for signal, K−πþπ0π0 decay (PWA)
model, yield fits, K0S peaking background and the K
0
S mass
veto, and doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) decay.
The efficiency for reconstructing the tag side,
D¯0 → Kþπ−, should almost cancel, and any residual effects
caused by the tag side are expected to be negligible. Unlike
the case of the tag side, the reconstruction efficiency of the
signal side does not cancel in the DT to ST ratio. This
efficiency of the signal side is determined with the PWA
signal MC sample. The mismatches of tracking, PID, and
π0 reconstruction between the data and MC samples,
therefore, bring in systematic uncertainties.
One possible source of those uncertainties is that the
momentum spectra simulated in the MC sample do not
match those in data, if there are any variations in efficiency
versus momentum. This effect, however, is expected to be
small due to the PWA MC sample’s successful modeling
of the momentum spectra in data, as shown in Fig. 2.
The major possible source of the π0 reconstruction,
tracking, and PID systematic uncertainties is that, although
the momentum spectra in the MC sample and data follow
each other well, the efficiency of the MC sample disagrees
with that of data as a function of momentum. This
disagreement results in taking a correctly weighted average
of incorrect efficiencies. We have performed an efficiency
correction and choose 0.6%, 0.5%, 0.3%, and 0.2% as the
systematic uncertainties for the π0 reconstruction, kaon
tracking, pion tracking, and kaon/pion PID, respectively.
The uncertainty of the π0 reconstruction efficiency is
investigated with the control sample of D0 → K−πþπ0
decays, and the uncertainties for charged tracks and PID are
determined using the control sample of Dþ → K−πþπþ
decays,D0 → K−πþ decays, andD0→K−πþπþπ− decays.
To estimate the systematic uncertainty caused by the
imperfections of the decay model, we compare our PWA
model to another PWA model which only includes ampli-
tudes with significance larger than 5σ. The relative shift on
efficiency is less than 0.5%. We therefore assign 0.5% as
the systematic for the effect of any remaining decay
modeling imperfections on efficiency.
To get the uncertainty of the yield fit, we change the
nominal ΔE window to a wider one, −0.05 < ΔE <
0.03 GeV, and the change of the BF is considered as
the associated uncertainty.
The K0S mass veto can veto most K
0
S peaking background
and reduce it to be only 0.07% of the total events. However,
the peaking background simulation is not perfect and the
K0S mass veto also removes about 13% of the signal
events. Thus, we estimate the uncertainty by narrowing
the veto from Mπ0π0 ∉ ð0.458; 0.520Þ GeV=c2 to Mπ0π0 ∉
ð0.470; 0.510Þ GeV=c2, while the K0S peaking background
increases from 0.07% to 0.15% and the BF change is 0.18%
of itself. We take this full shift as the corresponding
uncertainty.
The smooth ARGUS background level is about 1.0% in
the signal region. In addition, the 2D MBC (K−πþπ0π0)
versus MBC (Kþπ−) fit works well for the background
determination. Thus, we believe the uncertainty of the
background with such a small size will be very small and
neglect it.
Our tag and signal sides are required to have opposite-
sign kaons. This means that our DT decays are either both
CF or both DCS. These contributions can interfere with
each other, with amplitude ratios that are approximately
known, but with a priori unknown phase. The fractional
size of the interference term varies between approximately
2jADCS=ACFj2 ≃2 tan4 θC, where θC is the Cabibbo
angle (the square in the first term arises as one power
from each decay mode in the cross term). The two
amplitude ratios are not exactly equal to tan2 θC, due to
differing structures in the CF and DCS decay modes, but
nonetheless we believe 2 tan4 θC is a conservative uncer-
tainty to set as an approximate “1σ” scale to combine with
other uncertainties.
Systematic uncertainties on the BF are summarized in
Table VI, where the total uncertainty is calculated by a
quadrature sum of individual contributions.
TABLE VI. D0 → K−πþπ0π0 BF systematic uncertainties. The
total uncertainty is obtained by adding all contributions in
quadrature.
Source Systematic (%)
Tracking efficiency 0.8
PID efficiency 0.4
π0 efficiency 1.2
Decay model 0.5
Yield fits (ST) 0.6
Yield fits (DT) 1.2
Peaking background 0.2
DCS decay correction 0.6
Total 2.3
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VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the 2.93 fb−1 sample of eþe− annihilation data
near the DD¯ threshold collected by the BESIII detectors,
we report the first amplitude analysis of the D0 →
K−πþπ0π0 decay and the first measurement of its decay
branching fraction. We find that the D0 → K−a1ð1260Þþ
decay is the dominant amplitude occupying 28% of
total FF (98.54%) and other important amplitudes are
D→K1ð1270Þ−πþ, D→ðK−π0ÞS-waveρþ, and D→K−ρþ,
which is similar, in general, with the results of the BESIII
D0 → K−π−πþπþ amplitude analysis [6]. Our PWA
results are given in Table III. With these results in hand,
which provide access to an accurate efficiency for the
K−πþπ0π0 data sample, we obtain BðD0 → K−πþπ0π0Þ ¼
ð8.86 0.13ðstatÞ  0.19ðsystÞÞ%.
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APPENDIX: AMPLITUDES TESTED
The following is a list of all amplitude modes tested and
found to have a significance smaller than 4σ. These are not
included in the final fit set.
D → PP;P → VP
D → ðK−π0ÞPπþ
D → K−ðρþπ0ÞP
D → AP;A → VP
D → K1ð1270Þ−πþ; K−π0½D
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K−πþ½S
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K−πþ½D
D → K1ð1270Þ0π0; K−ρþ½D
D → K−ðρþπ0ÞA; ρþπ0½D
D → K−ðρþπ0ÞA½S
D → ðK−πþÞAπ0; K−πþ½S
D → ðK−π0ÞAπþ; K−π0½D
D → ðK−πþÞAπ0; K−πþ½D
D → ðρþK−ÞAπ0; K−ρþ½S
D → AP;A → SP
D → K−ððπþπ0ÞSπ0ÞA
D → K−ððπ0π0ÞSπþÞA
D → ððK−π0ÞSπþÞAπ0
D → ððK−π0ÞSπ0ÞAπþ
D → ðK−ðπþπ0ÞSÞAπ0
D → ðK−ðπ0π0ÞSÞAπþ
D → VS
D → ðK−π0ÞSðπþπ0ÞV
D → ðK−πþÞVðπ0π0ÞS
D → ðK−π0ÞVðπþπ0ÞS
D → VP; V → VP
D → ðK0π0ÞVπ0
D → ðK−ρþÞVπ0
D → VV
D½S → ðK−π0ÞVρþ
D½S → K−ðπþπ0ÞV
D½P → K−ðπþπ0ÞV
D½P → ðK−π0ÞVðπþπ0ÞV
D½D → ðK−π0ÞVðπþπ0ÞV
D → TS
D → ðK−πþÞTðπ0π0ÞS
D → ðK−π0ÞTðπþπ0ÞS
Other
K−ð1410Þπþ,K0ð1410Þπ0,K−ð1680Þπþ,K0ð1680Þπ0
K−2 ð1430Þπþ,K02 ð1430Þπþ,K−2 ð1770Þπþ,K02 ð1770Þπþ
K−aþ2 ð1320Þ
K−πþð1300Þ
K−ωþð1420Þ
K−aþ1 ð1260Þ
K0f0ð980Þ
K02 ð1430Þðπþπ−ÞS, K−2 ð1430Þðπþπ0ÞS
K−2 ð1430Þρþ
K02 ð1430Þf2ð1270Þ
ðK−πþÞS-wavef2ð1270Þ
ðK−πþÞTπ0, ðK−π0ÞTπþ, ðK0π0ÞTπ0
ðK−ρþÞTπ0.
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